
 

 

Diary from quarantine – Episode 2: Time is not in our hands 

Sara Brzuszkiewicz 

It is fascinating how our judgment of a situation tends to change according to our current mood and expectations. 

Yesterday, for example, here in the core of the pandemic we were a little happy because the number of people 

who were declared healed was 1,084 and the number of victims “only” 475.  

When your expectations are low like ours now and you are ready for the worst, even such a ratio can be seen as 

somehow positive.  

 

In our journey together through the emotional implications of the pandemic, we will ponder the real meaning of 

many crucial keywords. “Expectations”, “Time”, and “Patience” are some of them.  

We have Expectations about the contagion rate lowering, about governments implementing stricter containment 

measures, about people’s behaviors improving in order not to spread the virus further, about when the quarantine 

will finish, about the disastrous impact that this virus will have on Italy and on many other fragile and semi-fragile 

economies.  

 

In quarantine, however, individuals have a lot of time to think, and it is dawning on us that you might have 

thousands of expectations, but Time is simply not in our hands.  

Covid-19 is teaching us that we do not really control Time as much as we used to think.  

Indeed, in order to see the first results of people finally staying home, it takes at least a couple of weeks. This 

means that we are not able to notice any immediate improvement provoked by our virtuous behavior but we still 

have to continue to adopt such a behavior. Frustrating, isn’t it?  

 

It also means that, after another day spent at home – which is all what we can do to fight the virus together – the 

list of infected and dead people in the night news on TV will still be longer, day after day.  

This teaches Patience to all of us.  

 

There is a funny and yet sad joke circulating in Italy now: “It’s not every day you get the opportunity to save the 

world by staying on the couch”. 

Well, we might not save the world, but we can make a difference, and that’s all we should expect.  
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